
2nd Year, Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

How to Write a Paragraph? 

    Before you start writing a paragraph, you need to decide two things! what are you writing 

about and what do you want to say ? The purpose of any paragraph is to express an idea. Most 

paragraphs consist of few related sentences. 

   Subject of your paragraph:  What are you writing about? 

   Topic sentence:  Every paragraph needs a topic sentence. It is usually the first sentence of 

the paragraph (it comes in the introduction), it gives the reader an idea of what the paragraph 

is going to be about. 

   Support sentences:  They must be directly linked to the topic sentence of the paragraph. 

The sentences in a paragraph are consistent with the main idea (every sentence in the 

paragraph should relate to the main idea). 

 

Supporting sentences should be arranged in a logical order and connected by transition to 

provide coherence, because they support or explain the idea expressed in the topic sentence. 

   A good paragraph also has a concluding sentence.  

   Why is a concluding sentence important in a paragraph? 

It is needed to show that the writer has completed what he wants to say. A concluding 

summarizes the main idea of the paragraph. 

   Words to help: Start your conclusion sentence: to sum up, in conclusion, lastly, 

finally,……………………  

Use capital letters in the beginning of every sentence and where necessary, and a period, a 

question mark, an exclamation mark, semi-colon or colon in the end of each sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

     King Louis XVI and Queen Marie Antoinette ruled France from 1774 to 1789, a time when 

the country was fighting bankruptcy. The royal couple did not let France's insecure financial 

situation limit their immoderate spending, however. Even though the minister of finance 

repeatedly warned the king and queen against wasting money, they continued to spend great 

fortunes on their personal pleasure. This lavish spending greatly enraged the people of France. 

They felt that the royal couple bought its luxurious lifestyle at the poor people's expense. 

    Marie Antoinette, the beautiful but exceedingly impractical queen, seemed uncaring about 

her subjects' misery. While French citizens begged for lower taxes, the queen embellished 

her palace with extravagant works of art. She also surrounded herself with artists, writers, and 

musicians, who encouraged the queen to spend money even more profusely. 

    While the queen's favorites glutted themselves on huge feasts at the royal table, many 

people in France were starving. The French government taxed the citizens outrageously. These 

high taxes paid for the entertainments the queen and her court so enjoyed. When the minister of 

finance tried to stop these royal spendthrifts, the queen replaced him. The intense hatred that 

the people felt for Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette kept building until it led to the French 

Revolution. During this time of struggle and violence (1789-1799), thousands of aristocrats, as 

well as the king and queen themselves, lost their lives at the guillotine. Perhaps if Louis XVI 

and Marie Antoinette had reined in their extravagant spending, the events that rocked France 

would not have occurred. 
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Questions 

I - Reading Comprehension 

   Read the text and answer the following questions: 

A) What is the text type? 

B) What is the verb type and the predominant verb form? 

C) How many years did the rule of Louis 16
th

 and Mari Antoinette last? 

D)  Was the French economic situation in a good position under their rule? 

E) What did Mary Antoinette do when the minister of finance tried to end spendthrifts? 

F) Was the queen caring about her people? 

G) How did the royal couple die? 

H) Suggest one synonym to each of the following words (not more than 1 word):      Ruled, 

great, palace, occurred. 

II- Mastery of Language  

Supply the correct form of the verbs between brackets and fill in each gap with a preposition to 

make a phrasal verb: 

A) If I had a bar of chocolate, I (divide) it ……….. small pieces. 

B) Do you know what (happen) ……….. our friend last week? 

C) While my brother was sleeping, someone (break) ……….. his house. 

III- Written Expression 

        Have you ever heard of a famous king or president? Write a narrative paragraph about 

him/her (write about 12 lines.)  
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